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We show how Jurkat and Ryser’s matrix factorizations of the determinant and 
the permanent follow from an elementary proposition about graded partially 
ordered sets. ci_;l 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let (P, < ) be a finite graded partially ordered set (poset) of rank n. For 
i = 0, 1, . . . . n let Pi be the subset of P consisting of those elements of rank 
i and let pi = 1 PiI. Let c(y), my’, . . . . M:’ be an arbitrary but fixed listing of the 
elements of Pi. Let R be a ring. Suppose that each pair (a!-‘), ~1”) is 
assigned a weight W~/E R such that wij =0 if N!/“#u~“. The pi-, by pi 
matrix 
is called the weighted incidence matrix for Pi-, and P, (i= 1, 2, . . . . n). 
Finally we define the weight of a maximal chain ai:’ < ai:’ < ai:’ < . . < a{:’ 
to be w!‘! w!~! . . . w!~) @I~1 1112 I, - 1 i, . 
PROPOSITION. The (u, v)-entry of the p. by p,, matrix W’“W” ... WC”’ 
equals the sum of the weights of all maximal chains from sip’ to 
a(“)(u=l,.. ” .> po;v=l ,..., p ) ” . 
Proof The (1.4, v)-entry of W”‘W”). .. WCn) equals 
Pnti 
c 5 f wlfv; Ml?!,,. 
I, ,=I iz=l rl=l 
Since the product w$)wl:i’,... w):!,, is zero if sip), a!,‘), a!:‘, . . . . a:) is not a 
chain, the result follows. [ 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let n be a positive integer and let P be the collection of all 
subsets of { 1, 2, . . . . n} which are partially ordered by inclusion. Then 
(P, E ) is a graded poset of rank n with Pi equal to the collection of 
i-element subsets of { 1,2, . . . . n}. There is a bijection between the maximal 
chains and the permutations of { 1,2, . . . . n}: The maximal chain 
cl(,o’ - 1. -qka~~‘cclj:)c ... Ca;;‘={1,2,...,n} 
corresponds to the permutation 
(1) 
(jl, j2, . . . . j,), where j, is the unique element of CX~~’ not belonging to a$,k; ‘). 
(2) 
Now let A = [a,] be an n by IZ matrix over R. We define 
M$/) = 
{ 
0, if us-‘) $ aii) 
ai,, if f~j’)=c(f-l)y (j}. 
The matrix IV”’ depends only on the enries of row i of A. The weight of 
the maximal chain (1) corresponding to the permutation (2) equals 
~~~,a,~~. . . u,,~~. By the proposition the 1 by 1 matrix W”‘W’*‘. . . WCn) has 
unique entry equal to 
Caljl a2j2 . . . anjn, 
where the summation extends over all permutations (jr, j2, . . . . j,) of 
{ 1, 2, . . . . n}. Hence 
per A = W(‘)W(‘). . . WC”), (3) 
where per A denotes the permanent of A. 
EXAMPLE 2. We continue with the graded poset P in Example 1 but 
now define weights by 
0, if cfs-‘) $ aji), 
w(i) kl = 
r 
( - 1)‘) a,, if aji)=t(fpl)y {j} 
and cj elements of txy ~ ‘) are greater than j. 
The weight of the maximal chain (1) corresponding to the permutation (2) 
equals 
where inv( j, , j,, . . . . j,) is the number of inversions of (jr, j2, . . ..j.). Apply- 
ing the proposition again we obtain 
&t A = w(l)~(~‘. . . WC”). (4) 
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The matrix factorizations of the permanent and determinant given by 
Jurkat and Ryser [l] are those of (3) and (4) when the i-element subsets 
of { 1, 2, . ..) n} are listed in lexicographic order. We remark that the entries 
in a column of a matrix IV”‘) in (4) are obtained by alternately putting plus 
and minus signs in front of the formally nonzero entries of the correspond- 
ing column of the matrix WCk’ in (3). 
Let fi and y be subsets of { 1,2, . . . . n}. Then A[B 1 y] denotes the sub- 
matrix of the n by n matrix A determined by the rows in B and the columns 
in y. Let r and s be integers with 0 d r < s < n, and let (P, c ) be the graded 
poset of Examples 1 and 2. The matrix IV+‘) . . IV’) is a (F) by (t) 
matrix. If a$) $ al,“, the (u, v)-entry of WCr+‘). . . W(s’ is 0. If acr’c a:‘, 
then the (u, u)-entry equals per A[ (r + 1, . . . . s} I aIf’\a’,“] for the” weight 
function of Example 1 and equals ( - 1) inv(r?.aff’) det A [ {r + 1, . . . . S} ) 
ay’\ac)] for the weight function of Example 2, where inv(aL’, a:‘) is the 
number of pairs i, j with iE af’,jEay’\af’ and i>j. 
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